
T H E  M O O N  A N D  O U R  O C E A N  

We have had some clear skies to see the moon over the last few weeks.  As we are all staying safe at 

home the Moon’s gravity has been pulling our water around our planet.  In this experiment we will 

talk about how the Moon as well as the Sun influences the movement of water in our oceans.   

Think back to when you have visited a beach or been near the seaside. Do you remember seeing the 

water rise and fall e.g. you might have sat on the beach and seen that over a few hours the water 

either went further away from you or came closer to you? This ‘coming and going’ of the water is 

what we call our tides.  High tide is when it is high up the beach and low tide is when it is way down 

the beach. How far it comes up the beach varies from day to day and we will talk about that later!  

Now we will talk about why tides happen. There are some fantastic videos already online; I have 

listed some of them below.  This simple game below is to give you a basic understanding of why 

tides happen.  It takes very little time and hopefully it will spark your interest in tides and you can 

research for yourself! 

SIMPLE GAME TO UNDERSTAND TIDES   

STEP 1 

Gather the following:  

• 3 balls of different sizes e.g. Golf ball, Tennis Ball, 

Football 

• A piece of paper  

• Sellotape 

• Pen  

• Blue marker or pen 

• A little person / character e.g. Lego man 

• A lot of imagination!!!!  

 

 

STEP 2 

1. Cut 3 small labels out of the paper and write the Sun, 

Moon or Earth on each of the pieces of paper 
2. Stick the Moon onto the smallest ball, the Earth onto the 

middle ball and the Sun onto the largest ball  

3. With the remaining paper cut out an oblong and colour it 

blue, it doesn’t need to be perfect (mine isn’t!).  Put an 

arrow and write Moon on it as seen in Figure 2  
FIGURE 2 OBLONG WATER  

FIGURE 1: YOUR KIT!  



STEP 3 

The Moon rotates around the Earth and it has a gravitational pull on the Earth surface. The Earth is 

covered by 70% of water and therefore as the Moon travels around the Earth it pulls this water 

towards the Moon.  This is where your imagination comes in!!!  Let’s see what happens to the water 

on the Earth during 24hrs. 

• Find a nice place to sit either outside or inside and put your ‘Earth’ (tennis ball) down on the 

ground. Get your oblong (water) and pop it under your Earth.   

• Get your ‘Moon’ (golf ball) and put it where the arrow shows Moon on your water (No 1- 

Figure 3) 

• Place your figure/character beside the Earth; I am going to call him Ted.  If Ted is at the 

seaside he now has high tide (bulge on the oblong). 

• Let’s move to Step 2 (anticlockwise)-move the water and Moon to Step 2.  Ted now has low 

water because the Moon has ‘moved on’ and the bulge is now at 90° to Ted. 

• Move again to Step 3-you see that Ted has a high tide but it isn’t as big as the first high tide.  

The reason this happens is best explained in the video by Atomic School ‘Ocean Tides 

explained’  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RdkXs8BibE 

• We move again to Step 4 and you see Ted has a low tide again.  

• Each one of those steps takes 6 hours and as you see Ted had two low tides and two high 

tides during the 24 hours.  

 

FIGURE 3: WATER MOVEMENT AROUND THE WORLD DURING A DAY  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RdkXs8BibE


DOES THE SAME AMOUNT OF WATER COME IN AND OUT 

EVERYDAY? 

So are tides always the same?  Is the amount that of water that comes in and out the same every 

day?  What do you think?  

The answer is no!  There is another force that influences our tides and that is the gravity from the 
Sun.  So as you can imagine it also pulls the water on our planet. It is another force of gravity pulling 

the ocean even more!  The position of the Sun and Moon relative to the Earth determines the cycle 

of Spring and Neap tides.   There is a good explanation of this on NauticaLive: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doShiObBDSk.  Once you have watched this, why not use the 

ball you have labelled Sun and add it into Figure 3 and use your imagination.   

If you would like more in depth information the video from Crash Course is a good starting point 

and can be found here.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KlWpFLfLFBI  

Why not look out when you see the moon again and see what phase the moon is in and you will be 

able to work out whether it is spring or neap tides! Happy moon watching! 

 

 

FIGURE 4: AE FULL MOON AS SEEN FROM GALWAY!  

 

CREDITS 

This experiment is brought to you by Sheena Fennell, an oceanographer in Earth and Ocean 

Sciences at NUI Galway. 
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